
Facilitators Summary Sheet 
 
Thank you for completing this short survey that will allow us to collect the exchanges during the 
deliberation. Before you beginning the survey, we recommend that you have your notes and 
those of the person responsible for taking notes near you. Like this will allow you to complete 
the survey more quickly. 
 
-------- 
What is your name? 
 
What is the number of your deliberation?  
 
How many people attended the deliberation? 

a. Women 
b. Racialized women  
c. Women with disabilities  
d. No-binary 
e. Men  
f. Racialized men  
g. Men with disabilities 

 
Is there any other information you would have liked to have before the deliberation? If so, 
please specify 

1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Impartial  

 
Was the number of participants appropriate? If not, why? 
 

1. Yes  
2. No 
3. Impartial  

 
Was the Zoom platform adapted for the activity?  

4. Yes  
5. No 
6. Impartial  

 
What could have improved the deliberation experience? (check all that apply)  

1. Logistical conditions, procedures  (time, organization, etc.)  
2. Communication and more information (ex: the deliberation guide, e-mails, etc.) 
3. Inclusion - the diversity of people 



4. The atmosphere (respectful environment) 
5. Other, specify :  

II-  Content of the discussions  

What was the use case that the participants deliberated on?  

1. Equity, diversity and inclusion in recruitment processes 
2. Health data and privacy 
3. Automation in education 
4. Artificial intelligence to manage health crises 
5. Combating climate change 
6. Misinformation and social media 
7. AI and language preservation 

 
In your opinion, was the case appropriate for your group?  If no, please specify 

1. Yes  
2. No 
3. Impartial 

According to the exchanges, the concept of ethics was :  

1. Very misunderstood  
2. misunderstood  
3. understood 
4. fully understood 
5. Very well understood 

 

According to the exchanges, the concept of artificial intelligence :  

6. Very misunderstood  
7. misunderstood  
8. understood 
9. fully understood 
10. Very well understood 



What were the 3 ethical issues that were chosen by the participants?  

1. [to complete] 
2. [to complete] 
3. [to complete] 

What were the main arguments for the first ethical issue?  

____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 

What were the main arguments for the second ethical issue?  

____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

What were the main arguments for the third ethical issue?  

____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
According to the participants, recommendation #1 was  

1. Relevant 
2. Not very relevant 
3. Irrelevant 

 
According to the participants, recommendation #1 was  

4. sufficient 
5. not very sufficient 
6. insufficient 

 
According to the participants, recommendation #1 was :  

1. applicable  
2. not very applicable  
3. not applicable 



What were the main arguments behind the first recommendation? (If possible, name at least 3).  

____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
What were the main points of disagreement, tensions, and objections that emerged from the 
discussion on recommendation #1?  
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
According to the participants, what negative effects (direct or indirect) could be caused by the 
implementation of the 1st recommendation?  
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
According to the participants, who should be responsible for enforcing the standard of the 1st 
recommendation? 
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
According to the participants, recommendation #2 was  

7. Relevant 
8. Not very relevant 
9. Irrelevant 

 
According to the participants, recommendation #2 was  

10. sufficient 
11. not very sufficient 
12. insufficient 

 
According to the participants, recommendation #2 was :  



4. applicable  
5. not very applicable  
6. not applicable 

What were the main arguments behind the second recommendation? (If possible, name at least              
3).  

____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
What were the main points of disagreement, tensions, and objections that emerged from the 
discussion on the second recommendation?  
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
According to the participants, what negative effects (direct or indirect) could be caused by the 
implementation of the second recommendation?  
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
According to the participants, who should be responsible for enforcing the standard of the second 
recommendation? 
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________ 



 

III- Conclusion  

If you have to retain 3 key elements of the discussion, what would they be (concept, ethical                 
issue, recommendation, opinion, feeling, or emotion...)?  

 
● ______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________ 

● ______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________ 

● ______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________ 

 
 
Do you have any recommendations to improve the experience for participants? 


